THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 2004
Keynote Lecture: Putin as a State Builder
John Dunlop, Stanford University
Irvin Hall 040, 5:00pm

Friday, November 5, 2004
All Friday & Saturday panel sessions will be held in the A/B Room at the Miami Inn

8:45-10:45AM PANEL 1: STATE/SUB-STATE/SUPRA-STATE
Chair: Karen Dawisha
Discussant: Steven Deets
George Georgiadis (Cambridge University), External Determinants of Domestic Institutional Change: The Impact of EU Policies on the Patterns of Post-Communist Economic Transformation
John Scherpereel (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee), Sub-national Actors, European Integration, & State Reconfiguration in Postcommunist Europe

11:00AM-1:00PM PANEL 2: STATE/CITIZEN
Chair: Jeanne Hey
Discussant: Sheila Croucher
Andrew Bickford (UC-Berkeley), Life in the Veterans’ Group: East German Army Officers, The Military, & Citizenship in the New German State
Jennifer Suchland (UT-Austin), Citizenship, Sexual Difference & the Postcommunist Russian State

2:30-4:30PM PANEL 3: STATE/POWER
Chair: Gulnaz Sharafutdinova
Discussant: Stephen Norris
Lena Bogdonova (European University, St. Petersburg), Citizen-and-power Interaction: Transforming Scenario: On the Material of the Citizens’ Complaints
Natalia Roudakova (Stanford University), “Independent” Mass Media & the State in Russia in the 1990s

Saturday, November 6, 2004

9:30-11:30AM PANEL 4: STATE/CULTURE/SOCIETY
Chair: Costica Bradatan
Discussant: Susan Paulson
Jennifer Cash (IU-Bloomington), The Social Role of Art & Artists in Post-Soviet Moldova: Cultural Policy, Institutional Reform, & Europeanization
Douglas Rogers (Miami University), From State Farm to State Administration? The Fate of Municipalization Reforms in the Rural Perm Region

1:30-3:30PM PANEL 5: STATE/TRANSITION
Chair: Scott Kenworthy
Discussant: Venelin Ganev
Gulnaz Sharafutdinova (Miami University), The Oligarchs Are Coming! Capital Expansion & Center Periphery Battles in Post-Communist Russia
Robert Argenbright (Miami University), Moscow’s Relic Spaces: Where Redevelopment Bogs Down

3:45-4:45 CLOSING REMARKS AND DISCUSSION
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